Urban celebrates in Forchach/Austria and Ontario/Canada

This year we could celebrate 2 company jubilees

30 years
Urban GmbH in Forchach, Tyrol and

25 years
Urban Machinery in Ontario, Canada

The facility in Forchach employs approx. 20% of our worldwide staff members and supplies the parent plant in Memmingen with the machine base frames. The production in Forchach is equipped with a very impressive machine park incl. numerous high-tech cutting machines and lathes as well as several welding robots. In addition to that, the facility in Forchach has a complete paint shop. Besides commission work for the parent plant in Memmingen, Forchach handles design and wage work. Also the complete product range of the drill units DS and glass bonding stations GVS gets manufactured in Austria. With the design, production and sales of CNC metal processing centres, Urban Forchach has developed a very successful second range of duty. Customer proximity and to serve the American market have been the main two factors to establish the division Urban Machinery in Ontario, Canada 25 years ago. Besides the sales and service station in Cambridge, a production facility in Fredericton, New Brunswick exists as well today. At the east coast location in Fredericton, machines especially for the American market get designed and build. Most of the North American market gets served from this location. And when delivery times are tied it can happen that Urban Machinery produces machines for the European or worldwide market as well. Another 20% of our international employees work in Canada.

Production, Sale and Service, Forchach, Austria

The Sales- and Service team of Cambridge ON

Sale and Service, Cambridge ON

Production, Fredericton NB

Sustainability is the central principle of our company philosophy. And a sustainable company philosophy is always oriented for the long-term. So in each and every aspect, Urban has a deep interest in continuity.

For many decades now we have been very successful with this attitude. Again we can register a very prosperous business year 2012. Thanks to an extremely high consultation- and planning competence as well as a wide product range, we can maintain our position and are more than successful. Especially on the German market, the willingness to invest is still very high and we could already fix many extensive projects for 2013.

Thank you very much for your confidence and the good cooperation.

Yours

Martin Urban
Managing Partner
New Starter Machine in the Cutting Machine Range

New DGU 500 Double Mitre Saw

The new double mitre saw of Urban is equipped with a 500 mm saw blade and can be operated with a horizontal or vertical set up. The saw is equipped with a powerfully driven motor which guarantees a smooth running process. The machine is equipped with a new pressure switch and an automated drainage system. A great variety of work can be processed. Special saws are available on request. Accessories are optionally available such as a suction unit, an assembly device or additional clamps for the suction assembly station.

Why do window manufacturers rely on URBAN's know how?

Lohmiller joins tradition with the modern age

New Combined CC 6243 of Urban

Regarding both new buildings, renovation, for private households, trade or industry, Lohmiller Fensterbau supplies quality vinyl windows from the region for the region. For more than 40 years, new Lohmiller combines tradition with the modern age and produces windows, doors, roller shutters, hinged and sectional windows, and also provides a wide variety of different curtains. The standard version includes an extra support rail for lining, a digital measuring device and two adjustable clamps. All in all, the machine is available in various lengths.

Why do window manufacturers rely on URBAN's know how?

New Double Mitre Saw STS

The overlap saw STS of Urban allows the removal of the overlap at the end. The machine head has been oriented by 10° in order to be more operator friendly. The STS is equipped with a powerful motor. The machine head moves together with the wheel which is placed pneumatically thanks to a number of adjustable clamps. The machine head is equipped with a new pressure switch and an automated drainage system. A great variety of work can be processed. Special saws are available on request. Accessories are optionally available such as a suction unit, an assembly device or additional clamps for the suction assembly station.

Why do window manufacturers rely on URBAN's know how?

Advantage through innovation
dtH TIEMANN GmbH & GEORGI GmbH upgraded machine park

dtH TIEMANN GmbH will be attended by Fred-Karsten Keil

Why do window manufacturers rely on URBAN's know how?

Old corner cleaner gets replaced with SV 840 of Urban

All-round service at TEBA

Old corner cleaner gets replaced with SV 840 of Urban

Besides the main facility in Hermberg (which operates the Eastern Westphalian window manufacturers), the Luxembourg and Bad Liebenwerda locations are to be one of the leading manufacturers of windows and doors in each region.

The product range of Tela includes an extensive variety of wood, wood-aluminium and wood-aluminium doors and doors as well as roof windows and garden doors. "Our customers especially appreciate our comprehensive and reliable consultation, production, assembly and service," explains Mr. Thäter, business manager of Tela for the facility in Bad Liebenwerda.

Optimum machine concept

Even so, the old corner cleaner in Tela/Senningerberg from 1989 was in need of replacement and repair which would have only been possible with an extremely high effort. So a replacement of the machine was unavoidable. "We were very pleased with the machine concept of the SV 840 CNC corner cleaning unit of Urban", says a delighted Mr. Thäter.

On the basis of the machine concept of Urban, the construction of the SV 840 CNC corner cleaning unit of Urban was designed as a stand-alone type, which could be operated as an independent machine or be integrated into the production line. The machine leaves the factory with the following features:

- For the maximum precision in the corner cleaning process, the machine has been designed as a single-working station and can be controlled via the touch screen.
- The machine concept of Urban makes it possible to easily and quickly rearrange the machine concept of the SV 840 CNC corner cleaning unit of Urban, which fits perfectly into the production process. This reduces set-up times to a minimum and allows for an exact and fast processing of the parts.
- The SV 840 CNC corner cleaning unit of Urban is equipped with a powerful vacuum system which guarantees a high-quality corner cleaning result. The machine is also equipped with an extensive range of accessories such as additional clamps and measuring devices for precise and reliable corner cleaning.
- The machine is equipped with a user-friendly touch screen which allows for easy and intuitive operation. The touch screen provides detailed information about the status of the machine and allows for quick and easy troubleshooting.

The machine concept of Urban is designed for the maximum flexibility and reliability in the corner cleaning process. The machine is equipped with a powerful and reliable vacuum system which guarantees a high-quality corner cleaning result. The machine is also equipped with an extensive range of accessories such as additional clamps and measuring devices for precise and reliable corner cleaning.

The machine concept of Urban is designed for the maximum flexibility and reliability in the corner cleaning process. The machine is equipped with a powerful and reliable vacuum system which guarantees a high-quality corner cleaning result. The machine is also equipped with an extensive range of accessories such as additional clamps and measuring devices for precise and reliable corner cleaning.

The machine concept of Urban is designed for the maximum flexibility and reliability in the corner cleaning process. The machine is equipped with a powerful and reliable vacuum system which guarantees a high-quality corner cleaning result. The machine is also equipped with an extensive range of accessories such as additional clamps and measuring devices for precise and reliable corner cleaning.

The machine concept of Urban is designed for the maximum flexibility and reliability in the corner cleaning process. The machine is equipped with a powerful and reliable vacuum system which guarantees a high-quality corner cleaning result. The machine is also equipped with an extensive range of accessories such as additional clamps and measuring devices for precise and reliable corner cleaning.

The machine concept of Urban is designed for the maximum flexibility and reliability in the corner cleaning process. The machine is equipped with a powerful and reliable vacuum system which guarantees a high-quality corner cleaning result. The machine is also equipped with an extensive range of accessories such as additional clamps and measuring devices for precise and reliable corner cleaning.

The machine concept of Urban is designed for the maximum flexibility and reliability in the corner cleaning process. The machine is equipped with a powerful and reliable vacuum system which guarantees a high-quality corner cleaning result. The machine is also equipped with an extensive range of accessories such as additional clamps and measuring devices for precise and reliable corner cleaning.
The complete Urban team wishes you a Merry Christmas and a good start in the New Year 2013!

Opening Hours
The company is closed from December 24th, 2012 until January 1st, 2013.
A small team is going to be on duty starting January 2nd, 2012.
As of January 7th, 2013, we are back to business as usual.